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The moment method is applied to the linearized Enskog-Boltzmann equation for a dense gas.
Thus an enlarged set of equations of thermo-hydrodynamics is obtained which allows to go
beyond ordinary hydrodynamics. The resulting expressions for the density dependent viscosity
and heat conductivity coincide with those previously obtained with the help of the ChapmanEnskog solution procedure. In addition, however, the frequency dependence of the viscosity is
treated and it is demonstrated that the thermal pressure does not vanish in a dense fluid.
The Boltzmann equation [1,2] combined with
appropriate solution methods [3—8] is the basis for
the theoretical treatment of nonequilibrium phe
nomena, in particular transport processes, in dilute
monatomic gases. During the last two decades, the
kinetic theory of gases has been extended in essen
tially three directions, viz. to molecular gases, rare
fied gases and dense gases. The derivation of a gen
eralized quantum mechanical Boltzmann equation
for a gas of particles with degenerate internal de
grees of freedom by Waldmann [5, 9] and Snider
[10] opened the wray to the kinetic theory of a great
variety of nonequilibrium phenomena in dilute
polyatomic gases, e.g. spin diffusion and relaxation
[11 —15], the influence of external magnetic and
electric fields on the transport coefficients [16—31]
(Senftleben-Beenakker effects [32—34]), flow bire
fringence [35—39], broadening of spectral lines, in
particular depolarized Rayleigh [36. 40] and rota
tional Raman lines [41, 42], A number of new effects
has been discovered in rarefied polyatomic gases,
e. g. the thermomagnetic torque [43] and the thermomagnetic force [44], the thermomagnetic pressure
difference [45], the viscomagnetic heat flux [46] and
diffusion flux [47] as well as heat flow birefringence
[48] and diffusio birefringence [49].
In this field, the kinetic theory not only helped
to understand and to explain experimental findings
but had also regained its predictive power [30, 36,
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Reprint request to Prof. Dr. S. Hess und Dr. W. E. Köhler,
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45—49]. An essential part of the theoretical pro
gress was based on the extension of the moment
method [4] to polyatomic gases as initiated by
Waldmann [50] and used by him and his school
[12, 51-53].
The moment method is such a handy tool to treat
transport processes including dynamic phenomena
and allows to proceed beyond hydrodynamics that
it seems overdue to apply it also to dense gases.
It is the purpose of this article to derive transportrelaxation equations for a number of relevant
macroscopic variables from Enskog's version of the
Boltzmann equation for hard spheres [54,3,55]. The
"Enskog fluid" is a model system for dense gases
and even liquids which is of great interest for two
reasons. Firstly, the theoretical results obtained for
this model can be compared with computer cal
culations for hard sphere fluids [55]. Secondly, and
this seems to be even more important, the density
dependence of the transport coefficients, viz. heat
conductivity and viscosity agrees with the measured
values over a surprisingly large range of densities
[55—57]. By the present approach, not only these
density dependent transport coefficients relevant
for the "hydrodynamic regime" are recovered but
some new applications can be treated. The dynamic
i.e. frequency dependent viscosity and the visco
elasticity of the Enskog fluid are studied. Further
more, the thermal pressure, usually associated with
rarefied gases, is shown to exist in a dense gas or
a liquid.
The paper proceeds as follows: In the first section,
the Enskog-Boltzmann equation is stated. The mo
ment method (with the thirteen moments correspond
ing to number density, temperature, velocity, heat
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flux and friction pressure tensor) is used to derive a
set of coupled transport relaxationequations(Sects.2
and 3), which contain spatial derivatives of "conserved" quantities up to 2nd order. In Sect. 4. the
local conservation laws are given and transport
relaxation equations for heat flux and friction pres
sure tensor are discussed. Due to the nonlocal
(Enskog) part of the collision term, there are collisional transfer contributions to heat conductivity
and viscosity (Sect. 5); the corresponding transport
coefficients X and rj are compared with their Boltz
mann values. The coefficients of dynamic viscosity
and viscoelasticitv are also discussed. Finally (in
Sect. 6), the thermal pressure is considered. Apart
from the usual Burnett contribution it contains
a term which does not vanish for high densities.

cs

i(c i + c2) = cs' = i( c i' + c2')

(1.5)

and
g = g'

(1.6)

where g and g' are the magnitudes of the relative
velocities
g = Cl — C2 , g = C1
(1.7)
Thus one has
C{? = Cs + i g e {,)

cV = cs — \g e

;i.8)

where e and e are unit vectors parallel to the
relative velocities g and g'. The difference between
the centers of the two colliding spheres is determined
by
br = d C ~ 6 r ;
(1.9)
(1.10)

1. The Enskog-Boltzmann Equation
The nonequilibrium state of the gas is charac
terized by the one-particle distribution function
f = f(t,r,c )

(1.1)

with the normalization
J / d 3c = n(t, r ) .

(1.2)

As usual, t, r , c are the time, position and velocity
variables, n is the number density of the gas. The
local average <*F> of a function ¥/ = ^ (c ) is given by
n<*F> = jW (c)f(t,r,c)d ^ c.

(1.3)

In the following, it is assumed that / obeys
Enskog's version of the Boltzmann equation for
a dense gas of hard spheres of diameter d where the
nonlocality of the collision term is taken into ac
count.
The velocities of the collision partners are denoted
by ci and c2, the distribution functions f(t, r. ci)
are abbreviated by fi(r). i — 1.2. Then the Enkog
equation can be written as
6/i (r)/dt + ci • V/i + J d V J d 3c2 ag
•[*(r + P r ) / i (r)/2(r + <3r)
- X(r ~ W / i ' ( r ) / 2'(r - dr)J = 0 (1.4)
The second term is the usual flow term which stems
from the free flight of the particles between two
collisions. In the collision term, primed variables
refer to the precollisional state: j\ and /2' stand for
/(...c i') and /( ...c 2'). Due to the conservation of
linear momentum and energy one has

is the differential cross section for hard spheres with
diameter d. The quantity ^ which is essentially the
pair correlation function takes into account that
the binary collision frequency is modified b}^ sur
rounding particles. It is assumed that y depends
on r only via the number density n. An explicit
expression for % is not needed here but it seems
appropriate to mention that the simple analytic ex
pression [56J
x= (

( i - * / ) - 3.

where y = n(7i/6)d3 is the fraction of the volume
occupied by the spheres can be used successfully
over a rather large range of densities. In any case,
one has %—> 1 for y —> 0.
2. Expansion of the Distribution Function
In the moment method approach / is expanded
about an absolute equilibrium distribution /o char
acterized by constant values n o and To for the
number density and the temperature, respectively.
In the following, it is more convenient to work with
the dimensionless veloeitv variable
V = (ll\/2)Cni C.

(2.r

with
co

To \ 1 ~

(2.2)

(m is the mass of a particle) and to use the dis
tribution function F defined by
_Fd3r = / d 3c.
(2.3)
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The Maxwellian equilibrium distribution corre
sponds to
F 0 = n0n - 3/2 e-*'2.

(2.4)
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(2.14)
lLU = ro lvß
a f 1= j/f (co wo kBTo)-1 ( d m c* - § kBT0)
,
and the second rank tensor

In general, F can be written as
where 0 = 0 (t, r, V) is a measure for the deviation
of F from F o . This quantity is expanded according
to
0 (t, r, V) =
r)0 i(V ),
(2.6)
i
where the 0 i are orthonormalized functions with
the properties
( 0 i 0 j y o = di}.

(2.7)

Here <\. .)o refers to an average evaluated with the
equilibrium distribution. In (2.6, 7), it is under
stood that "i" or
in general, stand for a set
of labels distinguishing the various expansion func
tions.
For 0 l with ( 0 l)o = O, the expansion coefficients
are given by
n (0 ty = [ 0 i / d3c = nod*,

(2.8)

i.e. they are the nonequilibrium averages of the
pertaining expansion functions.
For practical applications, a finite set of expan
sion functions is used. In the "13-moment" approxi
mation. the following expansion functions are used:
the scalars
0(1) = 1,

0(2) = |/ f ( F 2 - f),

(2.9)

In these expressions the factor n
which would
occur according to (2.8) has been replaced by 1 ex
cept for aW. Clearly, the scalar expansion functions
are macroscopic variables which determine the rela
tive deviation of the number density and the tem
perature from their equilibrium values. The vec
torial functions are dimensionless velocity and heat
flux variables, more specifically,
is proportional
to the '"kinetic" contribution to the heat flux. The
symmetric traceless 2nd rank tensor
c„> is pro
portional the kinetic part of the friction pressure
tensor.
3. Transport-Relaxation Equations
Insertion of the ansatz (2.5) into the kinetic equa
tion (1.4), its multiplication by the expansion func
tions 0 i (V) and subsequent intergration over d3F
leads to a set of coupled equations for the expansion
functions al (t, r). These equations are referred to
as transport-relaxation equations. In general terms,
these equations can be written as
8a*
01

IK ^

c%— j/2Co(0l Vß0iyo
= p V ,, 0 f = ~

( V2 - | j Vß ,

(2.10)

and the 2nd rank tensor
0ßv = ]/2 Vß Vv.

(2.11)

The symbol . . . refers to the symmetric traceless
part of a tensor, e.g.
= h(aßbv + avbß) — \aibxdpv,

(2.12)

for the dyadic constructed from two vectors a and b.
The pertaining expansion functions are the scalars
a '1' = n ^ 1(n — no),
a(2)= | / | T - i ( T _ T 0),
the vectors

QU]al = 0.

(3.1)

The term containing

the vectors
^

(2.15)

- (cß cvy .
\ 2 k BT0

(2.5)

F = F o(l + 0 ),

(2.13)

(3.2)

stems from the flow term c • V. The quantities co^'
and QW are the local and nonlocal parts of the
linearized collision term. In (3.1), terms nonlinear
in the quantities specifying the deviation from equi
librium have been disregarded.
The quantity co^' is given by
(O^ = ( 0 i co(0j)y o,

(3.3)

where a>(0) is, apart from a factor ^o the linearized
Boltzmann collision operator for a gas of hard
spheres. For two functions W and 0 rather than
0 i and 0 i, this collision bracket is given by
< f CO(0)>o = CO0{^1 (01 + 0 2 - 01 - 02')}
= coo {£ (^1 - W ) (01 + 02 - 01 - 02)} (3.4)
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with
0 n = 0(V n),

0 n' = 0(V n'),

71 = 1,2 .

(3.5)

The abbreviation
{...} = Tr-3/2 J d3F e~ F2 (8 7r2)-1
oo
• $ d y y 3e~r° J f d2ed2e '...
o

(3.6)

has been introduced.
The dimensionless velocity variables
F p are
related to V and ycO by
1
(V + y e ),
(3.7)
y2
V2 = ^ ( V - y e ) ,

V2' = ^ - ( V - y e ' ) .

(3.8)

For the applications to be considered here, the first
and second order gradient terms (3.15, 16) only are
taken into account.
In addition to the expression given by (3.12), the
nonlocal collision matrix
contains a term which
stems from the spatial dependence of % (cf. 1.4).
This term, however, is relevant only for ; = 1, i.e.
for a1 identical with the relative deviation of the
number density from its equilibrium value. This
gives rise to the additional contribution
(3 17)
wo Xo"1

(Szo/Sno) {0xi (e'örV — e ~ '6r' v)} a ^ ,

in (3.1); for a*1* see (2.13). Clearly, only terms odd
in V occur in (3.17).
In lowest order (3.17) reduces to
loodxö'notfxoldno) {0^u} ■VaW .

These equations are equivalent to (1.5, 7). The
quantity a>o is a collision frequency, viz.
too = Xo 16 J/TI /io COCT= 4 fAr^o woc0d2. (3.9)

Next, the transport-relaxation equations are
stated for the expansion coefficient tensors intro
duced in Section 2. The equations for the scalars are

The symmetry (*Fco(0))o = <0a)(¥/)>o implies
=
(3.10)

6a(D
+ ^ ^ > = 0,
dt

The "matrix elements" QW stem from the non
local part of the linearized collision term. Analogous
ly to (3.3), one can define a nonlocal collision
operator Q{...) by

6a<2>
dt

QU = (0iQ {01)}o.

dr = d(e - e')(\e - e '|) - i = du.

(3.12)

<y/ a>^(0))o = ^ w o d * ^ 1Uß nv{02 - 0 2')}

u = ( e - e ') ( |e - e '|) - i .

12

<p0

The terms containing the quantity (fo stem from
the first-derivative terms of the nonlocal collision
operator; (fo is the equilibrium value of 9? defined by
(3.21)

<p = y.y, y = n Q d3.

It is recalled that y is the fraction of the available
volume occupied by the hard spheres. Its maximum
value for a close packed system is
y = (j/2 /6 )T T ^ 0 ,7 .
Notice that a>od —- (24/j/tt) co (fo •
The vectorial transport-relaxation equations are
dt

(3.16)

(3.20)

d2(o0/la(2) = 0 .

(3.14)

( V c o ^ ) ) 0 = (OOd{X
F 1Uu(0 2 + 02)}
(3.15)
= OJod{\(X
F l - WX') u ^ 0 2 + 0 2 )} ,

•%Mr ( 0 2 - $2')},

q-c0(l + 4 990)V/1a<i1>
co 1

(3.13)

Clearly QV is a differential operator of infinite order.
Expansion of the exponential functions in (3.12)
leads to
< y n (0 )} o = <xFcoll(0))oVß
+ <xPcouv( 0 ) > o ^ v + - - with

(3.19)

(3.11)

With W and 0 instead of 0 l and 01 this expression
is given by
(WQ (0)}o = coo { ^ i [02 (e6r' v — 1)
— 02 (e~6r'^ — 1)]} ,

(3.18)

1 + 8 (po +

(
+ |/f c0(l + 49:0)^« (2)

dXo \

+ ] 2 Co(I + l(f o) ^vCnv
- 1Vco0rf2(zlaW + 2 V ^ va<1>) = 0.

V" a (l)

(3.22)
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0< 2)
dt

_ /5

/

12

2
|/5c0
+ 5

\

+ —
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The heat flux q can be decomposed into a kinetic
and a collisional transfer contribution gkIn and qct
according to
q = gkin _)_ qct

Vvaßv
(3.23)

+ JgO>0efi*>

gkin = n0kBT0C0(l + ^ < p o )Q
with
=

" 3 Ö O T 0,01d2 {Aa™ + 2 ^

^

= 0•

] ß Co

+

v,a«
(2) +1 _— co0 aßV

+
15 ]/3

co0rf2V^V„a( 2) = 0 .

(3.24)

In (3.23, 24), second spatial derivatives of conserved
quantities only have been taken into account.
The physical meaning of these transport relaxa
tion equations and some applications are discussed
in the following sections.
4. Local Conservation Equations; TransportRelaxation Equations for the Kinetic Heat Flux
and Pressure Tensor
The dimensionless variables aW, a<2>, a ^ are as
sociated with the number density, temperature and
velocity, respectively. Thus Eqs. (3.19, 20, 22) are
essentially the (linearized) local conservation equa
tions which can be rewritten as
071
= 0, (4.1)
+ noVßvß
~dt
du
n0-yT + P oVßVß + Vß qß
mno

dvß
dt

V„P + V „ 2 v +

= 0 , (4.2)
=

0, (4.3)

where
u = %kBT

(4.8)

Act = \ k Bno(oQd*.

(4.9)

Similarly, the symmetric traceless part p^v of the
friction tensor as it can be inferred from (3.22) can
be written as
(4.10)
Vnv = Vnv^in + Pßvct
iV^in = no kBTo(l + l y o ) ^ ,
IlßV= j/2 aßV,

(4.11)

cf. (2.15).
The collisional transfer contribution p^vct as it
follows from (3.22) is
= - 2 r]ctV»vv

(4.12)

with
r]ct = -^nomcood2
= ^ r n0kBToc02cood*.

(4.13)

The scalar part p of the friction pressure is
P = - r ] vVßvß , rjy = l vcK

(4.14)

The bulk viscosity
does not contain a kinetic
contribution.
The local conservation equations (4.1—3) with
(4.6, 7) and (4.10, 11) have to be complemented by
the equations for Qß and TIßV which can readily be
inferred from (3.23, 24) viz.,
+ ic 0(l +
2Y1Vß T
(4.15)
+ c0(l + -5-9>o) Vvl j ßv + coW Qß
d2c- i (Avß + 2 VßVvvv) = 0,
d n ßV/dt + 2(l + l(po)V~^

(4.5)

is the pressure of the hard sphere gas, m is the mass
of a particle. Notice that Po stands for
nokBTo{l + 4(po), (po = Xoyo-

gc t= _ ^ c tV T ,

(4.4)

is the energy per particle and
P = n k BT (l + 4<p)

(4.7)

cf. (2.14), and

Finally, the equation for the 2nd rank tensor aßVis
0a,.
dt

(4.6)

(4.16)

+ ßC0(l + 1l<P0)'^Qv
+ 0)W nßv - i co<*>d2T0- 1

= 0.

The colhsion frequencies co<A>and coW are given by
coW = -*r coo, a><*> = ja>0,

(4.17)
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for coo see (3.9). Apart from the factor yo, co(A) and
o)(v) are the corresponding (local) Boltzmann col
lision frequencies.
5. Transport Coefficients, Viscoelasticity
In the hydrodynamic regime, the time deriva
tives, the spatial derivatives of the nonconserved
quantities Q, II, as well as 2nd spatial derivatives
of the conserved quantities v, T can be disregarded.
Then (4.15) and (4.16) reduce to
(5.1)
1 5 /
12
T ö '^ T ,
n ßV=

cod)

8
l + ^ ^ o ^ V/iVv.

(5.3)

Iluv is related to Vßvv just as in (5.2) but now with
oj(v) replaced by coW—ico. Thus a dynamic i.e.
frequency dependent viscosity

X=

rj

(5.4)

rj = rjkin + rjct,
nokBTo

(5.5)

y = (py ~ i,

cf. (3.21), (5.4, 5) can be rewritten as
X* =

yx b = <Po 1

12
\
1 + T (po

rj* =

rj
yrj b

l+ jc p o

<Po

rj(a>) = ??kin(l — icoxr,)-1 + rjct

(5.9)

is found with rykin given by (5.5) and
r v = (W0»>)-1.

(5.10)

Alternatively, rj (a>) can be written as
rj(co) = rj' -f ir)"

(5.11)

rj' = rjki*{i + co*T1l*)-1 + ri<*,

(5.12)

rj" = ^kin co r„ (1 -f co2 Tr,2) ' 1.

(5.13)

writh

for the collisional-transfer contributions to X and rj,
for Xct and rjct, see (4.9, 13).
These results agree with the corresponding expres
sions derived previously with the help of the Enskog
solution procedure. With
cou'v) = yo (o$v) and

(5.8)

(5.2)

wdiere the heat conductivity X and the shear vis
cosity rj are given by
+
5 k-B riQkf$ TQ
^kin _
2 m
a>W

077^/6« + coWI7ßV
= - 2(1 + f<p0)V^V.
In the case of a periodic time dependence, i.e.
v cc e~icoi, I7ßV cc e~iwt,

Insertion into (4.6) and (4.10) yields
- 2 rjVvvr ,

dynamic regime. In the following, two applications
of the transport-relaxation equations derived in this
paper are discussed where some of the approxima
tions which led from (4.15, 16) to (5.1, 2) are aban
doned.
Firstly, the frequency dependence of the viscos
ity and the viscoelasticity are studied. To this pur
pose, an isothermal fluid is considered, which is sub
jected to time dependent pressure or velocity gra
dient. Then (4.16) reduces to

\2
j

(5.6)
512

"1

768

1
(5.7)

Here, the subscript "B" refers to the "Boltzmann"
value of the various quantities. For a discussion of
the dependence of the dimensionless transport coef
ficients X*, tj* on 9?o> see [55].
The knowledge of the transport coefficients is suf
ficient for nonequilibrium phenomena in the hydro-

Clearly, for co xv
rj" = 0

and

1 one has
rj' — rj (0) = rj,

where rj is the viscosity as given by (5.5). On the
other hand, rj' approaches rjct<.rj for coxv 1. This
limiting value is zero for the Boltzmann gas. The
difference rj[0) —rj{oo) is equal to
For co =
x~ x = coW one has rj(0) — rj'(co) =
~ *?(°°)]>
and rj" assumes its maximum value. Notice that
the contribution rjct to the viscosity is frequency
independent. This is due to the fact that the colhsions
are treated as instantaneous events. This corre
sponds to a transport of momentum "through" a
hard sphere with infinite speed.
A complex shear modulus G{co) can be defined by
G = -io jrjic o ).

(5.14)

Its real and imaginary parts (storage and loss
moduli) are
G' = co rj" = ^

co2Tr, (1 + w2 t , 2)"1, (5.15)
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and
G " = - co r(

(5.16)

with r\ given by (5.13).
In passing it might be worth mentioning that
the viscoelastic properties of the Enskog fluid as
described by (4.10) with (4.11) and (5.8) or by the
complex viscosity coefficient (5.9) correspond to
a rheological model referred to as "Jeffreys body"
[58] which is a combination a Newtonian and Max
well model. In the present case, the Newtonian and
Maxwellian parts of the friction pressure are pct
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is found for the desired thermal pressure. The
"Boltzmann" result is recovered from (6.2) with
d —0, (p0 —0, and £o = l which imphes co(" -) oc no
and consequently p oc n q 1.
The "Enskog" result (6.2) can be rewritten as
p^v = nokBTQKdz T ^ V ^ T ,

(6.3)

where the dimensionless coefficient K is given by

r

25ji

(

i2

and pkin, respectively.
6. Thermal Pressure
A spatially inhomogeneous temperature field T
can give rise to a (symmetric traceless) pressure
tensor p oc VV T. This thermal pressure was al
ready calculated by Maxwell for the Boltzmann gas
with a special interaction potential. More generally,
"Burnett effects" of this type have been calculated
for "rarefied" monatomic and polyatomic gases. In
the latter case, also the influence of external fields
was studied theoretically and experimentally [43 to
47]. The existence of a transverse component of the
thermal pressure of a polyatomic gas in the pres
ence of a magnetic field is of crucial importance for
its experimental detection. The "Burnett" effects
as calculated from the Boltzmann equation or the
Waldmann-Snider equation are proportional to
Thus one might expect th at these effects, like the
thermal pressure vanish in dense gases and liquids.
From the Enskog equation, however, one infers that
this is not the case.
More specifically, a stationary situation with
v = 0 but T = T(r) is considered. Then (4.16) leads
to
4 c0 /
12
\ ----- .
+

(6.1)

With Q approximated by (5.1) and with (4.11),
2V = nokBTo(i +

■ T „l % \ , T

o)

(6.2)

Here, use has been made of (4.17) and (3.9). For
(fo 1 and (po > 1 one has K oc
and K oc <po,
respectively. For the value cpo = 5 which should cor
respond to a liquid-like density, one has
K = f ( l + 169tt/512) ^ 3.
In a liquid, the "kinetic pressure" nok^To ocurring
in (6.3) is by about a factor 103 larger than the
equilibrium pressure P. Thus, in a liquid the thermal
pressure is small but nonzero. Its size pth is, by order
of magnitude, given by pth/p^i(10dlL)2TQ1dT,
where 6T is the temperature difference across a
typical length scale L (associated with 2nd spatial
derivative of T).
Notice, that 17ßV=j=0 renders the velocity distri
bution anisotropic. This, in principle, leads to an
anisotropy of a Doppler broadened spectral line [59].
In liquids, Doppler broadening should be observable
in Mößbauer-Rayleigh scattering. Furthermore, if
f[ßVand consequently p^v (cf. 6.2) are spatially inhomogeneous, i.e. if V^VyT is not constant, the
fluid exerts forces and torques on suspended par
ticles or on walls. The torque on nonspherical par
ticles should lead to a preferential alignment which
could be observed via the resulting birefringence.
Such a heat-flow birefringence has been calculated
and detected experimentally in molecular gases [48].
It would be of interest to search for the correspond
ing effect in liquids and colloidal suspensions.
Concluding Remarks
In this article, the moment method has been ap
plied to the Enskog-Boltzmann equation. Trans
port-Relaxation equations have been derived in the
13-moments approximation. Transport processes in
the hydrodynamic regime and somewhat beyond
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viz, frequency dependent viscosity and thermal
pressure have been discussed. It should be noticed,
however, that the enlarged set of equations of
thermohydrodynamics derived here has to be com

plemented by boundary conditions. The method of
Waldmann [60—64] which leads to consistent
boundary conditions could also be applied to dense
fluids.
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